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Field theories with p�form gauge potentials can possess �hidden� symmetries leaving the �eld
strengths invariant on�shell without being gauge symmetries on�shell� The relevance of such sym�
metries to supersymmetric models is discussed� They provide central charges of supersymmetry
algebras� play a particular r�ole in duality relations� and lead to peculiar interactions� A multiplet
of N�� supersymmetry in four dimensions with two hidden central charges is presented�
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This letter is devoted to a particular type of symme�
tries that 	eld theories with p�form gauge potentials can
have
 These symmetries leave the 	eld strengths invari�
ant on�shell but are not gauge symmetries on�shell
 For
this reason they will be called �hidden� symmetries here

We shall 	rst determine all such symmetries for Maxwell�
type actions using results on the so�called characteristic
cohomology of the 	eld equations derived in ��

The remainder of the letter will focus on the relevance

of hidden symmetries in the context of global supersym�
metry
 A particular aspect is that hidden symmetries
can occur in the commutators of global supersymmetry
transformations and then give �hidden central charges�
of the supersymmetry algebra
 This makes them play a
particular r�ole in dualities relating supersymmetry mul�
tiplets� among others
 Another important aspect is the
relevance of hidden symmetries to the construction of
consistent supersymmetric interactions in theories with
p�form gauge potentials

A prominent supersymmetry multiplet with a hidden

central charge symmetry is the vector�tensor �VT� multi�
plet of N � � supersymmetry in four�dimensional space�
time �� �see also ���
 Another example� a vector�tensor�
tensor �VTT� multiplet with two hidden central charge
symmetries� will be presented below

The VTT multiplet illustrates also a related feature

that will be discussed here and has been already observed
in �� when analyzing the N � � double tensor multiplet�
the on�shell commutator of two supersymmetry trans�
formations may contain gauge transformations which in�
volve explicitly the spacetime coordinates x�� even when
the supersymmetry transformations themselves do not
depend explicitly on the x�


CHARACTERISTIC COHOMOLOGY

The hidden symmetries to be discussed are closely re�
lated to the so�called characteristic cohomology of the

	eld equations which may also be called the �cohomol�
ogy of the exterior derivative d � dx��� on�shell�
 We
shall only sketch the basic concept here
 The precise def�
inition is made in so�called jet spaces whose coordinates
are the spacetime coordinates and the 	elds and their
derivatives� see e
g
 �� and references therein

The cocycles of the characteristic cohomology are lo�

cal p�forms �p �i
e
� di�erential forms on some 	nite di�
mensional jet space� which are d�closed on�shell
 This is
denoted

d�p � �� ���

where � denotes equality on�shell
 In a Lagrangean 	eld
theory the 	eld equations read ��L����i � � where ��L����i

are the Euler�Lagrange derivatives of the Lagrangian
with respect to the 	elds
 By de	nition� equality on�shell
is then equality modulo a combination of these Euler�
Lagrange derivatives and derivatives thereof�

X � Y �� X � Y �
X
k��

P i������k��� � � � ��k
��L

���i
� ���

where X � Y and the P i������k are local forms of the 	elds
and the range of the summation index k is 	nite

A cocycle of the characteristic cohomology is called

trivial �a coboundary� if it is d�exact on�shell�

�p � d�p�� � ���

The cocycles with form�degree p � n � � �in n�
dimensional spacetime� are conserved currents written as
di�erential forms� the representatives with lower non�zero
form�degree are sometimes called �higher order conserva�
tion laws�
 One can prove on fairly general assumptions�
that the characteristic cohomology is locally trivial at
all non�zero form�degrees p � n� � for theories without
nontrivial gauge symmetry
 However� in gauge theories it
may be nontrivial also at lower form�degrees
 The lowest
possible non�zero form�degree at which it can be nontriv�
ial is then related to the reducibility order of the gauge
symmetry ��


�



HIDDEN SYMMETRIES

Let us 	rst discuss purely bosonic actions of the
Maxwell type�

S �
�

�

Z
dnx
X
a

���pa
�pa � ���

p
g F a

������pa
F a������pa

�
�

�

Z X
a

���npadAa � �dAa� ���

Aa are pa�form gauge potentials with possibly di�erent
degrees pa � f�� � � � � n� �g� F a

������pa
are the correspond�

ing 	eld strengths and � denotes Hodge dualization� using

Aa �
�

pa�
dx�� � � � � � dx�paAa

������pa
�

dAa �
�

�pa � ���
dx�� � � � � � dx�paF a

������pa
�

The spacetime metric g�� which occurs in the ac�
tion is supposed to be a 	xed background metric with
Lorentzian signature ������� � � � ����
 The action is in�
variant under the gauge transformations

�gauge�	�A
a � d	a �

	a �
�

�pa � ���
dx�� � � � � � dx�pa��	a������pa�� ���

where 	a������pa�� are arbitrary gauge parameter 	elds

Let us now look for the hidden symmetries of the ac�

tion
 According to our de	nition� they are generated
by transformations which vanish on�shell on the 	eld
strengths�

�hiddenF
a
������pa

� � � d��hiddenA
a� � �� ���

Hence� �hiddenA
a is d�closed on�shell
 Furthermore

it is not d�exact on�shell because otherwise �hiddenA
a

were a particular gauge transformation on�shell
 Hence�
�hiddenA

a is a nontrivial cocycle of the characteristic co�
homology of the 	eld equations

The relevant cohomology groups have been computed

in a �at background in ��
 It can be checked that the
computation in �� goes through also in a general back�
ground
 One obtains that the characteristic cohomology
is represented �locally� at all form�degrees � � p � n� �
by the linearly independent exterior products of the
Hodge dualized 	eld strength forms �dAa which can be
built at the respective form�degree
 Hence� �hiddenA

a is a
linear combination of such exterior products with form�
degree pa
 In addition� �hidden must be a symmetry� i
e
�
it must leave the Lagrangian invariant modulo a total
derivative
 This is equivalent to the requirement that
the Euler�Lagrange derivative of �hiddenL with respect to
each 	eld Aa

������pa
must vanish and gives

�hiddenA
a �
X

caa����ar ��dAa�� � � � � � ��dAar � ���

where the sum runs over all sets fa�� � � � � ar � r � �� �� � � �g
such that the form�degrees of the left and right hand sides
in eq
 ��� match�

rX
i��

�n� pai � �� � pa � ���

and the caa����ar are constant coe�cients with the follow�
ing symmetry properties�

ca����aiai�����ar � ����n�pai����n�pai�����ca����ai��ai���ar

�� ai� i � �� � � � � r � ��� ���

Eqs
 ��� through ��� provide all hidden symmetries of
an action ���
 The corresponding Noether currents� writ�
ten as local �n����forms� are jn�� �

P
ca����ar ��dAa���

� � � � ��dAar �

Suppose now that ��� is only one part of an action

whose other part does not contain the 	elds Aa but only
additional ��matter�� 	elds which do not bring in non�
trivial gauge symmetries �i
e
� the nontrivial gauge sym�
metries of the full action are still exhausted by ����
 Us�
ing the methods established in ���� one can then show
on fairly general assumptions that the result on the char�
acteristic cohomology described above remains valid� i
e
�
the matter 	elds give no contributions to the character�
istic cohomology at form�degrees � n��� at least locally
�however� they may contribute at form�degree n� ��
 In
particular� this holds when the action is quadratic in the
matter 	elds
 More generally� it holds for actions satis�
fying an appropriate �normality condition�� see ������

As an immediate consequence� the hidden symmetries of
such actions are still exhausted by ���


LINEAR HIDDEN CENTRAL CHARGES

We assume now that ��� is part of a globally supersym�
metric action whose remaining part contains only matter
	elds and is quadratic in these 	elds
 Accordingly� the
supersymmetry transformations are assumed to be linear
in the 	elds
 One should have in mind here in particu�
lar models in a �at spacetime but the arguments are not
restricted to that case
 The linearity of the supersymme�
try transformations implies that the hidden symmetries
which can possibly occur in the commutators of super�
symmetry transformations leave the matter 	elds invari�
ant and act on the gauge 	elds according to

�linearhiddenA
a �
X

cab � dAb � cab � ���npacba� ����

where the sum runs over all values of b such that pa �
n � � � pb
 Furthermore� the transformations ����� and
in fact all other transformations ��� as well� commute
on�shell with the supersymmetry transformations�

�hidden� �susy� � �� ����

�



Obviously they also commute with the spacetime sym�
metries generated by Lie derivatives of the 	elds along
Killing vector 	elds of the background metric

These statements hold on simple and general grounds


Let us denote the commutator algebra of supersym�
metry transformations on the 	eld strengths and on
the matter 	elds by �susy� �

�
susy� � �comm where �comm

is some linear symmetry transformation
 This gives
d��susy� �

�
susy�A

a � �commA
a� � �
 Using the results on

the characteristic cohomology described above and the
fact that �susy� �

�
susy� � �comm is a linear symmetry� one

concludes �susy� �
�
susy�A

a � �commA
a � �linearhiddenA

a � dY a

for some local forms Y a which are linear in the 	elds and
may depend explicitly on the x� �see below�
 Hence� one
has indeed �susy� �

�
susy� � �comm��linearhidden��gauge�Y � with

�linearhidden as described above

���� holds because linear supersymmetry transforma�

tions commute with the gauge transformations ����

�susy� �gauge�	�� � �� ����

where the gauge parameter 	elds are inert to supersym�
metry transformations� �susy	

a
������pa��

� �
 Indeed� the
commutator of any global symmetry transformation and
a general gauge transformation �with arbitrary parame�
ter 	elds inert to the global symmetry� either vanishes
on�shell or generates a nontrivial gauge symmetry of the
action on�shell
 In our case �susy� �gauge�	�� is 	eld in�
dependent when evaluated on any of the 	elds ��susy is
linear in the 	elds� while the gauge transformations ���
do not involve the 	elds�
 Hence� the 	eld equations can�
not appear in �susy� �gauge�	�� because they are linear in
the 	elds
 Furthermore �susy� �gauge�	�� is not a gauge
transformation ��� as one has �susy� �gauge�	��A

a � �
��susy�gauge�	�A

a � � owing to �susy	
a
������pa��

� �� and
�gauge�	��susyA

a � � because �susyA
a is a linear com�

bination of fermionic 	elds�
 This gives ���� and im�
plies that a supersymmetry transformation of any 	eld is
gauge invariant and thus that the gauge 	elds Aa

������pa
can enter the supersymmetry transformations only via
the 	eld strengths F a

������pa

 This implies ���� because of

�hiddenF
a
������pa

� �

Note that it only depends on the 	eld content and the

spacetime dimension whether or not there is a hidden
symmetry ����� there must be at least two gauge po�
tentials whose form�degrees add up to �n� �� �these two
gauge potentials may coincide if n � �k�� and pa � �k�

However� the fact that the hidden symmetries com�

mute with the spacetime symmetries limits the possible
situations in which they can be present in the commu�
tators of supersymmetry transformations
 For instance�
Poincar�e�invariant models in �at four�dimensional space�
time must have extended �N � �� supersymmetry in
order that this can happen �see below�


REMARK ON X�DEPENDENCE

It should be stressed that all statements about the
characteristic cohomology and hidden symmetries made
above refer to the space of local forms and transforma�
tions which are allowed to depend explicitly on the space�
time coordinates x�
 This is relevant even in a �at back�
ground
 Indeed� for an action ���� the characteristic coho�
mology at form�degrees � n�� is bigger in the restricted
space of x�independent local forms than in the space of all
local forms
 The additional representatives are exterior
products of the �dAa and at least one di�erential dx� ��

They give rise to symmetries of the action analogous to
���� but� in contrast to the latter� these symmetries are
equal to gauge transformations on�shell and are thus triv�
ial global symmetries according to modern terminology
�cf
 ��� section ��

Of particular importance in the context of linear super�

symmetry are the linear symmetries of this type because
they can show up in the commutators of supersymmetry
transformations �see �� and the example below�
 They
are given by

�trivialA
a �
X

cabp � ��dAb��

cabp � ����n�pa����n�pb���cbap � p 
 � ����

where the sum runs over values of b and p such that
pa � p � n � � � pb� and cabp are p�forms with constant
coe�cients�

cabp �
�

p�
cab������pdx

�� � � � � � dx�p � cab������p � constant�

The x�dependent gauge transformations corresponding to
���� are easily found using dx� � d�x���

�trivialA
a � dXa � �trivialA

a � �gauge�X�Aa�

Xa �
X �

p�
cab������px

��dx�� � � � � � dx�p � �dAb� ����

EXAMPLES IN � DIMENSIONS

Examples in ��dimensional spacetime involve only ��
form or ��form gauge potentials
 Symmetries ���� then
shift ��form ���form� gauge potentials by the Hodge du�
alized 	eld strengths of ��form ���form� gauge potentials

Hence� models with such symmetries must contain both
at least one ��form gauge potential and at least one ��
form gauge potential

Furthermore� Poincar�e invariant models in �at ��

dimensional spacetime must have extended �N � �� su�
persymmetry in order that the commutator of two super�
symmetry transformations can contain a symmetry ����

This is seen when one writes the supersymmetry trans�
formations as

�



�susy �

NX
i��

���iDi
� � ��i�� �D ��i�

where ��i are constant anticommuting Weyl�spinors� �� ��i

are their complex conjugates� and Di
� and �Di

�� generate
the corresponding supersymmetry transformations of the
	elds �using conventions as in �� for the Minkowski met�
ric diag�������������
 The commutator of two super�
symmetry transformations involves the anticommutators
fDi

�� �D
j
��g and fDi

�� D
j
�g �and the complex conjugates

of the latter�
 fDi
�� �D

j
��g contains no Lorentz�invariant

piece and therefore it cannot contain a hidden symmetry
����
 In contrast� fDi

�� D
j
�g can contain ����

ij
hidden where

�ijhidden � ��jihidden are hidden symmetries ����
 The an�
tisymmetry in i� j requires N � �

The VT multiplet �� meets these conditions
 It con�

tains one ��form gauge potential� one ��form gauge po�
tential� one real scalar 	eld and two Weyl fermions �one
may add an auxiliary real scalar 	eld�
 In that case one
has fDi

�� D
j
�g � ����

ij�hidden with �hidden as in ����
 An�
other example� the VTT�multiplet� will be given below

Trivial symmetries ���� in four dimensions act nontriv�

ially only on ��form gauge potentials and involve constant
��forms cab� � �cba� 
 The antisymmetry in a� b requires
the presence of at least two ��form gauge potentials
 As
the cab� are ��forms� these symmetries are not Lorentz�
scalars but Lorentz�vectors
 Therefore they do not occur
in fDi

�� D
j
�g but in fDi

�� �D
j
��g and this can happen al�

ready for N � � supersymmetry

A multiplet where a symmetry ���� occurs in the com�

mutator of supersymmetry transformations is the N � �
double tensor multiplet ��
 Another example withN � �
supersymmetry is the VTT multiplet
 An example with
N � � supersymmetry is the �N � � double tensor mul�
tiplet� considered in ��
 It can be obtained by truncating
the VTT multiplet� see below

The VTT multiplet contains one ��form gauge poten�

tial A � dx�A�� two ��form gauge potentials Ba �
�����dx� � dx�Ba

�� �a � �� �� and two Weyl fermions

i
� �i � �� ��
 It is convenient to combine the ��form

gauge 	elds in complex 	elds�

B �
�

�
dx� � dx�B�� � B�� � B�

�� � iB�
�� �

The Lagrangian for the free multiplet is

L � ��

�
F��F

�� � �

�
H�

�H� � �ii� �i

where

F�� � ��A� � ��A� �

H� �
�

�
�����F��� �

�

�
�������B�� �

The N�� supersymmetry transformations Di
� to be dis�

cussed read

Di
�A� � �ij��� �j�� �

Di
�B�� � �����

i�� � Di
�
�B�� � � �

Di
�

j
� � � i

��
ij�����F�� � Di

�
�j
�� � � �

��
ij �H� �� �

The �Di
�� are obtained by complex conjugation
 The anti�

commutators fDi
�� �D

j
��g read

fDi
��

�Dj
��gk

� � �i �ij �� ��
k
�

�
i

�
��� ���

jk�il � �ij�kl��� ��
�l

� �i �ij �� ��
k
�

fDi
��

�Dj
��gA� � �i �ij ��� �� F��

fDi
��

�Dj
��gB�� � �i �ij ��� ��F���

��ij �H��� �H����� �� � ����

The terms H��� � H��� in fDi
��

�Dj
��gB�� make up a

symmetry ���� and are thus x�dependent gauge transfor�
mations of B�

�� and B�
�� on�shell �see below�
 F�� and

F��� are modulo particular gauge transformations of A�

and B�� equal to ��A� and ��B�� respectively
 Hence�

fDi
��

�Dj
��g equals �i �ij �� �� plus gauge transformations

on�shell

The anticommutators fDi

�� D
j
�g read

fDi
�� D

j
�gk

� � i�jk�il������� �� � ��l � ��i� �j� � �

fDi
�� D

j
�g � ��k � �

fDi
�� D

j
�gA� � ��ij��� �H�

fDi
�� D

j
�gB�� � ��ij���������F �� � �iF���

fDi
�� D

j
�g �B�� � �� ����

The second term in parantheses in fDi
�� D

j
�gB�� is a

gauge transformation
 Except for this gauge transfor�
mation� fDi

�� D
j
�g is given by ��ij������hidden � i��hidden�

on�shell and contains two hidden symmetries�

�ahiddenA� � Ha
� � �ahiddenB

b
�� �

�

�
�ab�����F

�� �

�ahidden
i
� � � �a� b � �� ��� ����

Hence� the commutator of two supersymmetry trans�
formations is given by the sum of a translation� two hid�
den symmetries ���� and gauge transformations on�shell�

�susy� �
�
susy� � �a��� � �a� �a���hidden � i�a� �a���hidden

��gauge�	� � a�B�� � ia�x
�H� � �iaA��

��gauge�	 � a�A���

a� � i��i�� ��i� � �i��� ��i�� a � �ij�i�j� ����

where �gauge�	 � � � �� and �gauge�	� � � � �� are gauge
transformations of A� and B�� with particular gauge pa�
rameter 	elds respectively �	� � 	���i	���
 Notice that the
x�dependent gauge transformations in �susy� �

�
susy� arise

indeed from a symmetry ���� given by

�



�trivialB � � i

�
dx�a� � dx�H�

� �trivialB
a �

�

�
�abdx�a� � �dBb� ����

If one sets A� � �� �
� � � and drops D�

�� the
above formulae provide the Lagrangian� the supersym�
metry transformations and the commutator algebra of
these transformations for the N � � double tensor mul�
tiplet ��
 The symmetry ���� appears then in the N � �
commutators fD�

��
�D�
��g


REMARK ON DUALITIES

Assume that two linear supersymmetric models of the
type considered above are related by a standard duality
substituting an �n� p� ���form gauge potential  A for a
p�form gauge potential A �including the case p � � rep�
resenting scalar 	elds�
 More precisely� the duality sub�
stitutes �d  A for dA both in the Lagrangian and in the
supersymmetry transformations �with appropriate coef�
	cients�� and thus 	eld equations for Bianchi identities
�and vice versa�
 Hence� if an expression in the 	eld
strength components and their derivatives vanishes in
the original model then its counterpart in the dual model
vanishes at least on�shell

As a consequence� the duality does not modify the

on�shell supersymmetry algebra on the 	eld strengths
and matter 	elds �recall that the gauge 	elds occur in
the supersymmetry transformations only via the 	eld
strengths�
 The only e�ect of the duality on the on�
shell algebra of supersymmetry transformations is thus a
possible modi	cation of the hidden symmetries and the
gauge transformations which appear in the algebra
 In
particular� hidden symmetries ���� and�or trivial sym�
metries ���� may thus be present in the supersymmetry
algebra after a duality transformation even when they
were absent before

For instance� the hidden central charge symmetry of

the VT multiplet arises in this way by dualizing one of
the two real scalar 	elds of an abelianN � � vector multi�
plet
 Similarly� the two hidden central charge symmetries
���� of the VTT multiplet arise by dualizing both scalar
	elds of an abelian N � � vector multiplet
 The latter
duality gives also rise to the symmetry ���� in the com�
mutators of supersymmetry transformations
 Analogous
statements apply to the N � � double tensor multiplet
�� and the N � � double tensor multiplet �� as these
multiplets are dual to an N � � hyper multiplet and an
N � � chiral multiplet respectively


CONSEQUENCES FOR INTERACTIONS

Even though the previous discussions apply to lin�
ear models and supersymmetry transformations� they

are also relevant to nonlinear supersymmetric extensions
of such models
 In particular they matter to the con�
struction of interacting supersymmetric models from free
ones
 For instance� suppose that one looks for a non�
linear extension of a free supersymmetric model with a
hidden symmetry occurring in the commutators of super�
symmetry transformations
 Then this hidden symmetry
must have a counterpart in the algebra of supersymmetry
transformations of the nonlinear model� i
e
� the nonlin�
ear model must have a symmetry of a similar type
 In
general this symmetry will be a nonlinear extension of
the corresponding hidden symmetry of the free model

This can restrict the possible interactions quite severely

There are two possibilities to be distinguished�
�i� The hidden symmetry of the free model is extended

to a nontrivial global symmetry of the interacting model

Examples have been constructed in ��!��� where the
central charge symmetry of the free VT multiplet is ex�
tended to a nonlinear global symmetry

�ii� The hidden symmetry of the free model is pro�

moted to a gauge symmetry of the interacting model

This case is very interesting
 In particular� the gauging
of central charge symmetries is inevitable when one wants
to couple a supersymmetry multiplet with such a symme�
try to supergravity
 Four�dimensional globally supersym�
metric models with a gauged hidden central charge were
constructed in ��!���� again for the VT multiplet
 Su�
pergravity models with VT multiplets were constructed
in ��� �see also ����

In fact� the gauging of hidden symmetries is interesting

in its own right� whether or not these symmetries occur
in the commutator of supersymmetry transformations
 It
is a nontrivial matter already in the non�supersymmetric
case� as was discussed for a particular example in ��� and
in greater generality in ���
 Supersymmetry makes gaug�
ing of hidden symmetries even more involved because it
requires to combine it with other interactions between
p�form gauge 	elds and matter 	elds �in some cases it
may even be impossible to gauge a hidden symmetry in
a supersymmetric way�

The gauging of hidden symmetries may be combined

with other interactions peculiar to p�form gauge poten�
tials ���� such as Freedman�Townsend interactions ���
or couplings to Chern�Simons�forms
 A large class of
such supersymmetric models in four dimensions was con�
structed in ��� �see also ����
 Among others it was found
there that gauged hidden symmetries in general do not
commute with the supersymmetry transformations on�
shell� in contrast to their counterparts in free models �cf

Eq
 �����
 Analogous models in dimensions n 
 � might
be interesting especially in the string theory context but
it seems that no such models have been constructed yet


�
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